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I. INTRODUCTION
Client-server technologies [1] have been an important
factor in the expansion of information technology across an
increasing range of application business processes which
focused on file sharing. From the reports of International
Data Corporation (IDC) [2] and Internet World Stats (IWS)
[3], it can be concluded that worldwide enterprise storage
market grew 14% and reached $11.8 billion in third quarter
of 2017. At the same time, worldwide internet user
penetration rate was observed as 51.7%. This shows the
potential need for data/file security over internet/network.
Contemporary research of data security focuses on a wide
variety of application including data stored in mobile phones
[4] and private social network data over cloud [5]. Hence, a
strong encryption system is required to secure data stored on
cloud and/or server.
Now a day, there are two most common ways of
encryption: symmetric cryptography and asymmetric
cryptography [6]. Symmetric cryptography is also known as
shared secret/private key encryption because the same key is
used on both ends for both encryption and decryption. This
form of encryption uses a private key to scramble the data
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into unintelligible gibberish. The person on the other end
needs the shared private key to unlock the data, illustrated in
Table 1.
Notations Used:
PT = Plain Text
ET = Encrypted Text
Kpr = Shared Secret/ Private Key used by both Sender and Receiver
Krpu = Receivers Public Key used by both Sender
Krpr = Receivers Private Key used by both Receiver
Application

Algorithm
Used

Input

Process

Output

Sender and Receiver uses same Private Key (Kpr)
Symmetric
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instead of traditional single level encryption for file servers. As
the number of levels increases, time complexity and number of
keys required for encryption increases. Hence, our proposed
method uses only symmetric cryptography with Blowfish at
first level using content-based public (CBP) key extracted from
file contents and AES at second level using user’s private key to
encrypt the file. Here, Blowfish optimizes execution time and
AES increases strength of proposed method. This method uses
16-byte keys to increase time for cracking shown in
cryptanalysis. The results section proves that our method
exhibits improved results than state-of-art methods in terms of
execution time and cryptanalysis.
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Sender uses Receivers Public Key (Krpu)
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Table 1: Encryption and Decryption process
On the other hand, Asymmetric cryptography is known as
public key encryption which uses encryption that splits the
key into two smaller keys. One of the keys is made public and
one is kept private. The sender encrypts data with the
recipient's public key and the recipient can then decrypt it
with their private key, shown in Table 1. Even though there
are several symmetric and asymmetric cryptography
techniques, each technique has both pros and cons [7]. In
general, Attacks on cryptographic systems can be mainly
classified into Inception, Modification, Fabrication and
Interruption. Influence of crackers is also increasing day by
day by the usage of various types of attacks which can be
evidenced from history. In 1998, the DES message was
cracked in 39 days for a contest at RSA conference [8] and
RSA-140 was solved in nine weeks. Similarly, from [7], [8]
and [9], we can say that none of these encryption algorithms
is strong enough for all types of attacks. Each algorithm is
vulnerable to at least one type of attack like DES to brute
force, AES to side channel attack, RSA to factoring public
key etc.
At the same time, analytical study of Zoran [9] revealed
that asymmetric algorithms are superior in security while
symmetric algorithms are computationally effective. Finally,
with all these evidence it can be concluded that efficient
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cryptosystems can be implemented by applying more than
one algorithm to achieve high security for files which can be
called as Multiple-encryption. However, the word Multiple
encryption was coined by Ralph [10] in 1981 and suggested
double encryption to strengthen the Federal Data Encryption
Standard. Triple DES (3DES) is one of the best examples of
multiple encryptions. It is a symmetric block cipher which
uses three DES keys K1, K2 and K3, each of 56 bits. The
process encryption and decryption can be seen from Table 2.
Application

Algorithm
Used

Input

Process

Output

K1, K2 and K3 are independent Private keys of 56 bit each
Sender
PT(64 bits)

Receiver
ET(64 bits)

recommendation for the social network.
From all these, it is true that almost all algorithms
primarily using symmetric algorithms for the better
computational cost. It is also observed that all these
algorithms are mainly intended for text data with at least two
or three keys. This motivated us to implement a hybrid
method for binary data to achieve high security using a single
private key; however, another public key will be generated
from the contents of the file.
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ET

DES Decryption
(DA)
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DES Encryption
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III. PROPOSED DOUBLE ENCRYPTION METHOD
We experimented with various combinations of symmetric
algorithms for the proposed double encryption. Finally, our
investigation arrived to combine Blowfish and AES to
achieve feasible results in terms of execution time and
cryptanalysis. Blowfish algorithm reduces the computational
cost while AES increase the strength of proposed method to
protect from various attacks. Our proposed method takes only
one private key from the user and generates another public
key from the contents of file known as Content Based Public
(CBP) key and hence CBP key generation is the first step of
the proposed method as this key influences the strength of the
entire algorithm.

Table 2: Steps of Triple DES
II. RELATED WORK
Even though 3DES uses a strong key of length 3 x 56= 168
bits, it is still vulnerable to man in the middle attack and its
computational cost is very high which can be evidenced by
the performance analysis of data encryption algorithms
published by Ranjeet [11] and Sachin [12]. Hence, most of
the researchers focused on double encryption by combining
two encryption algorithms to form hybrid encryption.
Diverse applications of double encryption techniques can be
observed from the history. In 2013, Nigam [13] proposed a
double encryption method by combining two symmetric
algorithms i.e. DES and RC4 using three keys along with
Huffman compression techniques as the preliminary step,
which was intended for both size and security. But, this
method is applicable only for text due to Huffman coding and
takes large time for encryption due to DES algorithm.
Xuewen [14] implemented routing and data security protocol
using a symmetric and asymmetric algorithm for RTVP in
MANETs.
Recently, Manjula [15] proposed a hybrid method of
AES-ECC approach to enhance security for image
stenography. In this method, double encrypted data is then
compressed with LZW technique to reduce the residing
capacity of secret data. Similarly, more secured RSA
algorithm with dual modulus using double private and public
keys to provide security against brute force attack was
proposed by Manu [16]. On the other hand, Content-based
double encryption algorithm using symmetric key
cryptography was implemented by Sourabh [17] using binary
addition operation, a circular bit shifting operation and
folding method. Another variety of approach was proposed
by Ruiguo [18], which includes a block-chain algorithm for
authentication and text encryption based on the content

A. Content Based Public (CBP) key generation and
restoration
In general, multiple encryption algorithms require two
or more keys depending on levels. There are two possible
cases: the first case uses the same key for all levels of
encryption which lowers strength of key, the second case is
considering all or some as independent keys. In the second
case user needs to enter all the keys and moreover, key
management is also a difficult task. Our method
compromises both cases such that one key will be accepted
from the user known as users Private key (Kpr) and another
key is known as the Content Based Public key (Kcbp) which
is generated from the content of the original/encrypted file.
Even though Blowfish and AES are symmetric key
algorithms, they differ in various parameters including key
length, plain text length and number of rounds as follows:
AES allows 128, 192 and 256 bits as key length for 128 bit
plain text with 10, 12 and 14 rounds depending on key size
and Blowfish accepts variable key length ranges from 32 to
448 bits for 64 bit plain text with 16 rounds. By considering
this we fixed the key length of proposed method as 128 bits.
However other parameters are unchanged. Either encryption
or decryption of proposed method starts with Content-based
public key generation process as follows:
1. Read first 128 bits or 16 bytes of original file incase of
encryption / encrypted file incase of decryption
2. Shuffle the 16 byte positions randomly
3. Consider the resulting bytes as Content-based public
key
Finally, ends with Content-based public key restoration
process by setting first 128 bits or 16 bytes of encrypted file in
case of encryption / original file in case of the decryption
process. Even though attacker knows this public key, it is
difficult to decrypt file as decryption starts with AES
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decryption which requires private key first and then public
key is required.
B. Encryption and Decryption process
This proposed method uses user’s private key (Kpr) and
Content-based public key (Kcbp) of 128 bits key each. At the
sender, encryption process starts with Content-based public
key generation step produces 128 bit content-based key from
the original file contents. Then, Blowfish encryption
algorithm is used to encrypt the original file using
content-based key (Kcbp) to produce a first-level encrypted
file (ET1). Now, this first-level encrypted file again
encrypted with AES Encryption algorithm using user’s
private key (Kpr) to produce a double encrypted file (ET).
Finally, Key restoration must be done to replace encrypted
bytes with content-based Key.
Application

Algorithm
Used

Input

Process

Output

Kpr is users Private key and Kcbp is Content Based Public key of 128 bits key
each
Sender
Key Generation
Generates 128 bit Kcbp from original file
PT(64
(KGen)
bits)
Blowfish
ET1(128
Encryption
PT
ET1=BlowFKcbp(PT)
ET1
bits)
(BlowF)
AES Encryption
ET1
ET=AESKpr(ET1)
ET
(AES)
Key Restore
(KRes)
Receiver
ET(128
bits)
ET1(64
bits)

Key Generation
(KGen)
AES Decryption
(AES)
Blowfish
Decryption
(BlowF)
Key Restore
(KRes)

Resets 128 bit Kcbp to encrypted file
Generates 128 bit Kcbp from original file
ET

ET1=AESKpr(ET)

ET1

PT=BlowFKcbp(ET1)

ET1
PT

Resets 128 bit Kcbp to encrypted file

Table 3: Steps for Proposed method
At receiver, decryption procession starts with
Content-based public key extraction from the encrypted file.
Then, AES algorithm is used to decrypt the file using a
private key to produce ET1. Later, this decrypted file ET1
will again send for decryption using Blowfish decryption
algorithm using the content-based public key. Finally, the
content-based public key will be restored to get original file.
Even though intruders able to track content based public key
it is very difficult to decrypt as decryption process need to use
private key first and then public key which provides
additional security for the algorithm.
IV. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
We used Java crypto [19] package to implement the
proposed method for comparing execution time and
cryptanalysis. Triple DES is the most popular multiple
encryption algorithms having three level encryption and
hence we have chosen this algorithm to compare results. The
following section illustrates the comparisons of results based
on two factors including cryptanalysis and computation time.

protect information, and to this end there are many
techniques available to the modern cryptographer like brute
force attack, reverse engineering, guessing, frequency
analysis etc. But, Brute force attack is handy for hackers for
short and ordinary passwords. For example, assume the
length of the password (L) is known to the hacker like L=5
and the number of accepted characters for the password as
84. With this information, Brute force attackers can generate
all possible passwords to crack and a number of possible
passwords are 845 = 4182119424 = 4.18 billion. If these
passwords are generated by a machine having the capability
to generate one password per one nanosecond, then the time
taken by the hacker to crack it is 4.18 seconds. Hence we
considered the length of the password as one of the measures
to compare the strength of algorithms as shown in Table 4.
Parameter
Key1 length
Key2 length
Key3 length
No. of
Possibilities

Proposed Method
128 bit / 16 byte
128 bit / 16 byte
-

3DES
56 bit / 7 byte
56 bit / 7 byte
56 bit / 7 byte

25616+16 =25632

2567+7+7 =25621

Table 4: Cryptanalysis of brute force attack
Our method uses two key of length 128 bit / 16 bytes each
where the first key is content-based public key used in
Blowfish and the second key is a private key used in AES
algorithms. This makes total key length as 16+16 = 32 bytes.
As each byte has 256 (28) possible values to crack, the
number of possibilities to track two passwords will be 25632.
Similarly, Triple DES uses three independent keys of 56 bit /
7-byte length at each DES algorithm which has the total key
length as 3 * 7= 21 bytes. From the table, last row clearly
shows that our method takes the large time to crack the keys
or passwords than 3DES. Moreover, the content-based key
can be the variable length to increase the complexity and
cracking time.
B. Computational Time
Computational or execution time plays a key role in case of
encryption algorithms after the strength of the password as
more execution time causes inconvenience for users. We
compared computational time (in milliseconds) for various
types of files including PDF, Image, Audio and Video files
and execution times are listed in Table 5. This table shows
the superior performance of our method for all types of files
than Triple DES.
File Type

Proposed Method
(msec.)

3DES
(msec.)

2976
4345
33835
56915
23602
35738
222546
336815
Table 5: Computational time for various file types
Along with we also conducted encryption over files of
different sizes including 1MB, 8MB, 20MB and 60MB for
comparing performance with the increase of file size and
execution times (in seconds) are illustrated in the graph
shown in Figure 1.
PDF file
Image file
Audio file
Video file

A. Cryptanalysis
Cryptanalysis [7] strives to break the encryption used to
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Fig. 1: Computational time for various sizes of file
In each case our method showing better computational
time than Triple DES. From these two comparisons, it is
clear that our method exhibiting considerable improvement
in terms of both the strength of keys or passwords and the
computational time.
V. CONCLUSION
File security became the most significant challenge for the
developers of network servers due to the increase in hacking
techniques. Hence, single level encryption is not sufficient to
protect files from intruders. This recommends using
multiple-encryption like triple DES and double encryption
algorithms. But, multiple encryption techniques increases
computational cost of encryption. Our method reduces
computational cost using two single level symmetric
encryption techniques including Blowfish and AES.
Content-based public key decreases complex key
management problems. Moreover, Cryptanalysis results also
proved that our method is stronger than other existing Triple
DES method due to the usage of two 16-byte keys. This can
be further strengthened by using a content-based public key
of variable length.
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